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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1-8 1979 4.6 2.4 10 46.1 100
9a 1975 2.1 1.2 4 51.4 99.8
9b 1949 0.8 0.8 2 38.9 98.4
9c 1971 2.1 1.1 4 52.8 99.5
9d 1957 1.6 1.1 4 39.1 98.8
10a 1975 3.7 2.2 8 46.8 99.8
10b 1964 2 1.6 6 32.7 99.2
11a 1979 5.4 2.1 9 59.8 100
11b 1922 0.8 0.5 2 42.4 97.1
11c 1948 0.7 0.5 1 70.8 98.4
11d 1962 2.1 1.4 4 51.7 99.1
12a 1963 3.4 1.7 6 56 99.1
12b 1973 2.4 1.1 4 60.5 99.7
12c 1949 0.4 0.6 2 21.8 98.4
13a 1947 2.7 2 7 38.9 98.3
13b 1889 1.1 1.1 3 37.7 95.4
13c 1932 1.7 1.2 4 41.9 97.6
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

The term "instead of water" gets the preferential solubility mark here, and this supports the shift in equilibrium for the second mark.  However, the third mark is not awarded as 2-aminobenzoic acid is not mentioned. 
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Question Marking details 
Marks available 


AO1 AO2 AO3 Total Maths Prac 


(b) (i) tin (or iron) and concentrated hydrochloric acid 1 1 1 


(ii) there are two signals of equal size / area (1) 


the 4 aromatic protons are in identical environments and give 
singlet / no splitting  (1) 


the 4 NH2 protons are in identical environments and give singlet / 
no splitting  (1) 3 3 








Sticky Note

Overall a good answer for 5 marks.The candidate has correctly worked through the difficult empirical formula, and utilised all the qualitative tests to make correct deductions. The structure given is very close to the actual molecule, based on the evidence.  One line from the information seems to have been neglected as the double bond is in the incorrect position and it is in fact the Z isomer that has been drawn.  The work has been set out in a coherent and logical way with evident reasoning and good use of chemical conventions.








Sticky Note

Only 1 mark awarded.  The candidate recognises two regions of equal area (i.e. 1:1 ratio) for the first mark.  No further credit is possible as he/she fails to recognise that they are both singlets. 








Sticky Note

Two marks awarded. The first is for "2-aminobenzoic acid remaining in the water" and the second for the BA being preferentially soluble in hexane, i.e. "BA is unlikely to enter the water layer as it is more soluble in hexane".  There is no reference to equilibrium so the final mark is not awarded.  In fact, the answer states "the reaction cannot continue", so the candidate has completely lost the thread of the question at this point.
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Examiner
only


(b) Mordant Orange 1 can be reduced by the enzymes from certain bacteria to produce 
1,4-diaminobenzene and 5-amino-2-hydroxybenzoic acid


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


H2N NH2 H2N OH


COOH


1,4-diaminobenzene 5-amino-2-hydroxybenzoic acid


(i) 1,4-diaminobenzene can also be made from 4-nitrophenylamine.


State the reagent(s) necessary for this reaction. [1]


(ii) Use the displayed formula of 1,4-diaminobenzene to help you describe its 1H high 
resolution NMR spectrum. Explain your reasoning.


 Reference to the position of the signals is not required. [3]
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(1410U40-1)


Examiner
only13. (a) The analysis of a compound shows that its formula is C4H7Br.


  The high resolution 1H NMR spectrum of the compound is shown below.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


δ / ppm


 (i) A student suggested that the compound might be one of the following.


compound L


compound M


compound N


CH2BrCH2 CH  2 CH  


CH2CH3 CH  2  C


Br


C C
H Br


H3C CH3


  Discuss the splitting pattern seen in the 1H NMR spectrum to decide whether the 
compound is L, M or N. Give reasons for your answer. [4]
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(ii) The esterification of 2-aminobenzoic acid is a reversible reaction and eventually 
the mixture will reach equilibrium. Use the information below to suggest why the 
addition of hexane to the stirred aqueous mixture of reactants increases the yield of 
the product BA. [3]


• hexane and the aqueous reaction mixture are immiscible
• 2-aminobenzoic acid is more soluble in water than in hexane
• BA is more soluble in hexane than in water


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.09
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Sticky Note

The only mark that can be awarded is for "2 peaks of equal area".  Even though a singlet is predicted for the —NH2, the candidate does not refer to "4 H atoms", so fails to attain the second mark. Finally, the last mark cannot be awarded as the candidate believes incorrectly that a "doublet" will be produced by the aromatic H atoms. 
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Sticky Note

Only two marks out of four awarded.The candidate correctly recognises compound N for the first mark.  The second mark is attained for linking the doublet to a methyl group that has hydrogen adjacent.No further marks can be awarded because other suggestions include carbonyl structures that are clearly not present in compounds L, M or N! 












Sticky Note

The answer is set out relatively well, most qualitative test deductions are correct and the first part of the empirical formula calculation is correct.  However, the correct empirical formula is not found meaning that the molecular formula cannot be correct.  This clearly causes a problem when trying to pull together the structure.  That suggested does not correlate entirely with the description and includes a five-valent carbon atom.  This is considered to be a middle band response and the examiner felt that the best fit mark here was 3 out of 6. 
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Sticky Note

This candidate has incorrectly deduced that both M and N should have TWO singlets each.  This and a reference to a "pentlet" shows a lack of understanding.  Unfortunately, this has led to the incorrect identification of the structure as L.  No marks are awarded.  Close inspection should have alerted the candidate that L would in fact have four rather than three environments.
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Sticky Note

This candidate gains full marks for not only correctly identifying N, but linking the peaks to the specific group and adjacent hydrogen atoms that account for the splitting (or otherwise).  For example, the candidate refers accurately to the "right CH3" being the "single peak" with "no adjacent hydrogen atoms".  An excellent understanding shown!
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Sticky Note

One mark awarded for correctly recognising compound N.  Although the candidate correctly identifies the presence of two methyl groups, there is no reference to the splitting (or lack of it) caused by adjacent H atoms.  Consequently, no further marks can be awarded.
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Question Marking details 
Marks available 


AO1 AO2 AO3 Total Maths Prac 


(d) 


(ii) as BA is produced it dissolves preferentially in the hexane  (1) 


this removes BA from the reaction and moves the position of 
equilibrium to the right  (1) 


2-aminobenzoic acid remains largely in the aqueous alcohol 
mixture  (1) 3 3 3 












Sticky Note

Two marks awarded.  For the first, the candidate recognises that there are two regions with equal numbers of protons.  This is stated twice, i.e. the reference to "four high" (meaning 4:4) and the "same area".  The candidate has referred to "four Hs" and a "singlet peak" for four amine protons for the second mark.  An incorrect "doublet" reference for the aromatic peaks fails to gain the third mark. 
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Question Marking details 
Marks available 


AO1 AO2 AO3 Total Maths Prac 


13. (a) (i) it is compound N   (1) 


singlet for the —CH3 group bonded to the carbon atom of the double 
bond that is also bonded to the bromine atom (2.2δ)  (1) 


the CH proton is as a quartet – split by the adjacent CH3 protons 
(5.7δ)  (1) 


the other —CH3 group is a doublet, split by the adjacent CH proton 
(1.7δ)  (1)    


4 4 
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Sticky Note

The first part of the empirical formula calculation is correct, but a subsequent error results in an incorrect molecular formula.  Although some of the qualitative tests are correctly identified, the one for carboxylic acids is entirely overlooked.  Unfortunately, the final structure does not correlate with the correct qualitative deductions made, although the double bond is in the correct position and it is the E-isomer shown. There are too many fundamental errors to take the answer beyond the lower band, but there is enough good work and correct organic chemistry to award 2 marks. 
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Sticky Note

The candidate gets no marks for this answer.  The paragraph is a repetition of the facts found in the question and discusses separation and layers, rather than equilibrium.


























Sticky Note

Only 1 mark awarded here. The candidate has been awarded the mark for preferential solubility of BA, as they state "BA's increased solubility in hexane than water". However, the rest of the answer discusses separation rather than equilibrium, so no further marks gained. 








Sticky Note

A good answer that has a full and correct calculation of the empirical and molecular formulae leading to the correct final displayed structure.  This candidate clearly deserves a higher band mark.  However, there is a lack of detail in linking all deductions to the information given.  There is no clear indication that the candidate is aware that the structure is in fact the E-isomer.  The examiner felt that this was not quite worthy of 6 marks.
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Examiner


only
12. (a) Queen bees secrete a pheromone, compound W, which is used for a number of purposes, 


both inside and outside the hive.


  Compound W
  • is a straight chain aliphatic compound
  • has a relative molecular mass of 184 
  • contains only carbon, hydrogen and oxygen
  • contains 65.2 % carbon and 26.1 % oxygen by mass
  • reacts with an alkaline solution of iodine to give a yellow solid
  • produces effervescence when added to sodium hydrogencarbonate solution
  • has a C=C double bond between carbons 2 and 3 and is an E-isomer
  • produces an orange solid when reacted with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine but does 


not give a silver mirror with Tollens reagent


  Use all of this information to suggest a displayed formula for compound W. [6 QER]
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Question Marking details 
Marks available 


AO1 AO2 AO3 Total Maths Prac 


12. (a) Indicative content 
65.2 % of carbon and Mr 184 
‘Mr’ of the carbon content is 65.2 × 184 / 100 = 120 
therefore must be 10 carbon atoms 


26.1 % of oxygen and Mr 184 
‘Mr’ of the oxygen content is 26.1 × 184 / 100 = 48 
therefore must be 3 oxygen atoms   


remaining mass 16 therefore must be 16 hydrogen atoms 


 molecular formula is C10H16O3 


straight chain, double bond between carbons 2 and 3 and an E-isomer 


2,4-DNP derivative, but no silver mirror therefore must be a ketone 


gives the triiodomethane test therefore must contain CH3C=O group; 
these must be carbon atoms 9 and 10 


effervescence therefore must be a carboxylic acid; not branched, 
therefore carbon 1 must be the carboxylic acid group  


formula must be 
2 4 6 3 
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5-6 marks 
Correct structure given; reference to all information provided  
The candidate constructs a relevant, coherent and logically structured account including key elements of the indicative content. 
A sustained and substantiated line of reasoning is evident and scientific conventions and vocabulary are used accurately 
throughout. 


3-4 marks 
Molecular formula obtained but insufficient chemical deductions to obtain the correct structure 
The candidate constructs a coherent account including many of the key elements of the indicative content.  Some reasoning is 
evident in the linking of key points and use of scientific conventions and vocabulary is generally sound. 


1-2 marks 
Some use of analytical results and / or chemical deductions but insufficient to suggest a structure 
The candidate attempts to link relevant points from the indicative content.  Coherence is limited by omission and/or inclusion of 
irrelevant material.  There is some evidence of appropriate use of scientific conventions and vocabulary. 


0 marks 
The candidate does not make any attempt or give an answer worthy of credit. 
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Sticky Note

Even though the candidate correctly recognises that two regions will be observed in the NMR spectrum, no mark can be awarded as there is clearly no mention of the same area/ratio/number of H atoms.  The second and third marks both require reference to singlets/no splitting. 











